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autobiography of an urdu writer in early twentieth century british india prior to the arrival of digital medias and
after the rise of nationalist political movements a small town paper from the margins became a key node for an
urdu journalism conversation with particular influence in the united provinces and punjab understanding this
newspaper s rise shows how a print public characterized by bottom up as well as top down approaches influenced
the evolution of a new type of urdu public in 20th century south asia addressing a gap in scholarship on urdu media
in the early 20th century during the period where it underwent some of its most critical transformations this book
contributes a discursive and material analysis of a previously unexamined urdu newspaper madinah augmenting its
analysis with evidence from contemporary urdu english and hindi papers government records private diaries private
library holdings ethnographic interviews with families who owned and ran the newspaper and training materials for
newspaper printers madinah identified the urdu newspaper conversation both explicitly and implicitly with muslim
identity a commitment that became difficult to manage as the pro congress paper sought simultaneously to counter
calls for pakistan to criticize congress treatment of muslims and to emphasize urdu s necessary connection to
muslim identity since madinah delineated the boundaries of a muslim public conversation in a way that emphasized
rootedness to local politics and small urban spaces like bijnor this study demonstrates the necessity of considering
spatial and temporal orientation in studies of the public in south asia while similar in method to the activity based
learning introduced in the first set of books urdu for children book ii is designed to meet the needs of children of
seven to eight years of age and older the students level is determined by their facility in reading writing and
speaking urdu rather than their chronological age the scope of the topics in book ii is wider than in book i and the
forty stories and poems most of them original are more complex and longer the original artwork is richer and more
varied and the english urdu and urdu english vocabulary lists are more comprehensive two volumes of let s read
urdu have been added to help children enhance their reading skills while a two part workbook provides practice
exercises in writing and reinforces the new vocabulary introduced in the texts the activity based teacher s manual
provides detailed lesson plans for each urdu text two cds accompanying the two volumes of the textbook to help
ensure standard pronunciation of words and intonations in sentences and infuse life into the stories original music
was composed for the poems allowing children to sing them to help with memorization developed by a team of
trained public school teachers with extensive backgrounds inteaching urdu as a heritage language the urdu
language textbook series helps meet the needs of a rapidly growing urdu speaking community it is the first step
towards helping children develop urdu linguistic skills so that they can keep their heritage and culture alive in early
twentieth century british india prior to the arrival of digital medias and after the rise of nationalist political
movements a small town paper from the margins of society became a key player in urdu journalism published in
the isolated market town of bijnor madinah grew to hold influence across north india and the punjab while
navigating complex issues of religious and political identity in print and the urdu public megan robb uses the
previously unexamined perspective of the madinah to consider urdu print publics and urban life in south asia
through a discursive and material analysis of madinah the book explores how muslims who had settled in ancestral
qasbahs or small towns used newspapers to facilitate a new public consciousness the book demonstrates how
madinah connected the urdu newspaper conversation both explicitly and implicitly with muslim identity and
delineated the boundaries of a muslim public conversation in a way that emphasized rootedness to local politics
and small urban spaces the case study of this influential but understudied newspaper reveals how a network of
journalists with substantial ties to qasbahs produced a discourse self consciously alternative to the western
influenced secularized cities megan robb augments the analysis with evidence from contemporary urdu english and
hindi papers government records private diaries private library holdings ethnographic interviews and training
materials for newspaper printers this thoroughly researched volume recovers the erasure of qasbah voices and
proclaims the importance of space and time in definitions of the public sphere in south asia print and the urdu
public demonstrates how an urdu newspaper published from the margins became central to the muslim public
constituted in the first half of the twentieth century urdu previous question papers net jrf ugc cbse net jrf previous
year solved papers net jrf paper 1 and paper 2 net jrf paper i and paper ii teaching and research aptitude paper 1
paper i net jrf exam guide manual books net jrf previous year questions mcq this book takes a detailed look at two
differing complex predicates in the south asian language urdu the urdu permissive in particular brings into focus the
problem of the syntax semantics mismatch an examination of the syntactic properties of this complex predicate
shows that it is formed by the combination of two semantic heads but that this combination is not mirrored in the
syntax in terms of any kind of syntactic or lexical incorporation itjemast v10 4 2019 international transaction journal
of engineering management applied sciences technologies publishes a wide spectrum of research and technical
articles as well as reviews experiments experiences modelings simulations designs and innovations from
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engineering sciences life sciences and related disciplines as well as interdisciplinary cross disciplinary
multidisciplinary subjects original work is required article submitted must not be under consideration of other
publishers for publications the history of the book in south asia covers not only the various modern states that
make up south asia today but also a multitude of languages and scripts for centuries it was manuscripts that
dominated book production and circulation and printing technology only began to make an impact in the late
eighteenth century print flourished in the colonial period and in particular lithographic printing proved particularly
popular in south asia both because it was economical and because it enabled multi script printing there are now
vibrant publishing cultures in the nation states of south asia and the essays in this volume cover the whole range
from palm leaf manuscripts to contemporary print culture research paper from the year 2012 in the subject english
language and literature studies linguistics grade none qassim university science and arts community college
unaizah language english abstract this paper deals with the compounding words in urdu language formation of
compound word is an important aspect of morphological operation to produce new words in languages with a linear
morphological structure it is extensively used as one of the ways to generate new words and word forms in urdu
language urdu language has borrowed a large number of compounds from a variety of sources from other indian
languages perso arabic and english the present paper attempts to discuss indic sources and perso arabic
compounds english compounds some hybrid compounds etc these compounds are frequently used in urdu
language the present paper explores and describes the various compounding phenomena in urdu and their
implication the researchers in the field of theoretical and theoretically inclined descriptive linguistics have for a long
time felt a need for detailed and clearly presented linguistic treatments of various syntactic phenomena in south
asian languages clause structure in south asian languages provides a comprehensive overview and covers major
aspects of clause structure in a variety of south asian languages provides detailed analyses of several aspects of
phrase structure of many prominent south asian languages gives theoretically up to date treatment of several
important issues in south asian syntax and semantics contains papers by some of the most prominent linguists
working on south asian languages etextbooks are now available through vitalsource com beginning urdu is a
complete first year textbook designed to help learners acquire the language by actively using it in realistic
situations the book and its accompanying audio files on cd contain all that is needed to complete one full year of
study including clear explanations of language structures useful fun and engaging activities and an organizational
format that makes it easy to chart student progress features develops all four skills listening speaking reading
writing through a wide range of tasks and activities including role plays games and short conversations beautifully
illustrated with full color authentic images and written in an accessible style introduces the sound system and script
of urdu organized around functional themes such as home and family everyday life the marketplace personal
responsibilities and travel features straightforward grammatical explanations and topically organized vocabulary
lists for each of the 34 chapters integrates cultural information within the thematic units and also presents culture
through aphorisms poetry and photographs provides an activity set for each unit along with review activities
including tips for increasing fluency and sets of questions to help personalize learning contains urdu english and
english urdu glossaries includes three appendices urdu numbers additional grammatical structures for moving to
advanced levels of proficiency and a suggested syllabus beginning urdu covers approximately 150 contact hours
and is designed to bring learners to the actfl proficiency level of mid to high intermediate in all four skills the book
also serves as a valuable resource for independent learners the present book khazeen e adab on urdu literature is
based on the latest pattern of ugc net exam paper ii for eligibility to the jrf and assistant professor positions to
make you well acquainted with the exam pattern and tackle the test with confidence it has been enriched with the
essences of urdu literature covering almost each aspect of what is required for ugc exams every topic in the book
has been elaborated lucidly leaving no room for any doubt and confusion well structured reader friendly study
material with plenteous information on the subject of urdu and all that come in its literature is evident from the
topics covered therein as also the simplicity with which the treatises have been written in it this book will definitely
help you overcome the difficulties which you might have faced so far while preparing for the said exams though the
study material of this book have been prepared with the sole objective of widening the horizon of your knowledge in
urdu language and literature and enabling you to face the exams with unflinching confidence and courage your
devotion to its study will definitely help you realise your dream of desired success in the faculty of urdu vols 1 64
include extracts from correspondence this book brings together writing by ralph russell the eminent 20th century
scholar of urdu which illuminates his life long engagement with urdu speakers and their literature it showcases his
lifelong commitment to urdu as a language a history and culture written in his lively accessible style it provides a
unique introduction for those new to urdu literature and unusual insights for those familiar with it each piece
contributes something different taken together they reflect his masterful engagement with urdu prose and poetry
his championing of the language against colonial neglect of indian literatures and the warmth of his interactions
with urdu speakers of all backgrounds the essays contained in this volume cover sweeping ground highlighting
major writers and their works discussing both classical and unconventional popular genres teasing out secrets in
ghalib s ghazals analysing the burdens of colonialism and partition and engaging with the role of islam in urdu
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literature russell shares his insights in a way that draws the reader in deftly entwining intellectual arguments with
personal encounters part 1 is autobiographical describing how he first came in contact with urdu speakers when
conscripted into the indian army during world war 2 and later encounters which portray his warm character and his
interest in people part 2 gives essays on key figures in urdu literature reflecting his personal interests poets of the
18th 19th centuries early novelists popular literature memoirs by remarkable women russell is best known as an
authority on ghalib and one essay describes his approach to translating ghalib s ghazals part 3 has essays on
language and literary history characterised by his combination of meticulous scholarship with a broad
understanding of social and political contexts the foreword by marion molteno his student and editor and now his
literary executor introduces readers to his life and work the afterword brings together appreciations by some of the
hundreds of people who were influenced by him introduces the urdu alphabet and script to those familiar with
english through games puzzles and other learning activities urdu and indo persian thought poetics and belles lettres
is a collection on the subject of urdu poetics dastan translation studies in urdu and indo persian the essays employ
interdisciplinary perspectives for exploring the dynamic literary landscape of the south asian subcontinent since the
sixteenth century knit india through literature is a mega literary project first of its kind in indian literature is the
result of the penance yagna done for 16 years by sivasankari noted tamil writer knit india through literature has
inolved intense sourcing research and translation of literature from 18 indian languages the project she says aims
to introduce indians to other indians through literature and culture and help knit them together the interviews of
stalwart writers from all 18 languages approved by the eighth schedule of indian constitution accompanied by a
creative work of the respective writer are published with her travelogues of different regions along with an indepth
article by a scholar on the cultural and literary heritage of each of the language in four volumes south east west
and north respectively her travelogues her interviews and the overview of each literature she has sought all reveal
one important unity the concern our writers and poets express in their works for the problems that beset our
country today through her project sivasankari feels writers can make an invaluable contribution with their writings
to change the thinking of the people and help eliminate those problems in this volume she deals with urdu one of
the languages spoken in northern region of india this book discusses data communication and computer networking
communication technologies and the applications of iot internet of things big data cloud computing and healthcare
informatics it explores examines and critiques intelligent data communications and presents inventive
methodologies in communication technologies and iot aimed at researchers and academicians who need to
understand the importance of data communication and advanced technologies in iot it offers different perspectives
to help readers increase their knowledge and motivates them to conduct research in the area highlighting various
innovative ideas for future research 4 000 words and phrases are organized thematically within 163 topics includes
english to urdu translations of vocabulary throughout and an extensive index in urdu at the back of the book a fully
integrated vocabulary development program in american english progressing from essential words to the more
complex delivered in short thematic units realistic scenarios and modern artwork are easy to relate to and these
together with story pages and practice exercises have been applauded for their success in promoting critical
thinking skills content is fully supported by a range of components in english only including workbooks classroom
activities audio and website vols 1 64 include extracts from correspondence originally presented as the author s
thesis doctoral university of california santa cruz under the title peripheries in kashmiri and hindi urdu



Urdu Press in Britain 1990
autobiography of an urdu writer

Paper Attire 2016
in early twentieth century british india prior to the arrival of digital medias and after the rise of nationalist political
movements a small town paper from the margins became a key node for an urdu journalism conversation with
particular influence in the united provinces and punjab understanding this newspaper s rise shows how a print
public characterized by bottom up as well as top down approaches influenced the evolution of a new type of urdu
public in 20th century south asia addressing a gap in scholarship on urdu media in the early 20th century during the
period where it underwent some of its most critical transformations this book contributes a discursive and material
analysis of a previously unexamined urdu newspaper madinah augmenting its analysis with evidence from
contemporary urdu english and hindi papers government records private diaries private library holdings
ethnographic interviews with families who owned and ran the newspaper and training materials for newspaper
printers madinah identified the urdu newspaper conversation both explicitly and implicitly with muslim identity a
commitment that became difficult to manage as the pro congress paper sought simultaneously to counter calls for
pakistan to criticize congress treatment of muslims and to emphasize urdu s necessary connection to muslim
identity since madinah delineated the boundaries of a muslim public conversation in a way that emphasized
rootedness to local politics and small urban spaces like bijnor this study demonstrates the necessity of considering
spatial and temporal orientation in studies of the public in south asia

Print and the Urdu Public 2020
while similar in method to the activity based learning introduced in the first set of books urdu for children book ii is
designed to meet the needs of children of seven to eight years of age and older the students level is determined by
their facility in reading writing and speaking urdu rather than their chronological age the scope of the topics in book
ii is wider than in book i and the forty stories and poems most of them original are more complex and longer the
original artwork is richer and more varied and the english urdu and urdu english vocabulary lists are more
comprehensive two volumes of let s read urdu have been added to help children enhance their reading skills while
a two part workbook provides practice exercises in writing and reinforces the new vocabulary introduced in the
texts the activity based teacher s manual provides detailed lesson plans for each urdu text two cds accompanying
the two volumes of the textbook to help ensure standard pronunciation of words and intonations in sentences and
infuse life into the stories original music was composed for the poems allowing children to sing them to help with
memorization developed by a team of trained public school teachers with extensive backgrounds inteaching urdu
as a heritage language the urdu language textbook series helps meet the needs of a rapidly growing urdu speaking
community it is the first step towards helping children develop urdu linguistic skills so that they can keep their
heritage and culture alive

Urdu for Children, Book II, Teacher's Manual 2004
in early twentieth century british india prior to the arrival of digital medias and after the rise of nationalist political
movements a small town paper from the margins of society became a key player in urdu journalism published in
the isolated market town of bijnor madinah grew to hold influence across north india and the punjab while
navigating complex issues of religious and political identity in print and the urdu public megan robb uses the
previously unexamined perspective of the madinah to consider urdu print publics and urban life in south asia
through a discursive and material analysis of madinah the book explores how muslims who had settled in ancestral
qasbahs or small towns used newspapers to facilitate a new public consciousness the book demonstrates how
madinah connected the urdu newspaper conversation both explicitly and implicitly with muslim identity and
delineated the boundaries of a muslim public conversation in a way that emphasized rootedness to local politics
and small urban spaces the case study of this influential but understudied newspaper reveals how a network of
journalists with substantial ties to qasbahs produced a discourse self consciously alternative to the western
influenced secularized cities megan robb augments the analysis with evidence from contemporary urdu english and
hindi papers government records private diaries private library holdings ethnographic interviews and training
materials for newspaper printers this thoroughly researched volume recovers the erasure of qasbah voices and
proclaims the importance of space and time in definitions of the public sphere in south asia print and the urdu
public demonstrates how an urdu newspaper published from the margins became central to the muslim public



constituted in the first half of the twentieth century

Print and the Urdu Public 2020-10-19
urdu previous question papers net jrf ugc cbse net jrf previous year solved papers net jrf paper 1 and paper 2 net jrf
paper i and paper ii teaching and research aptitude paper 1 paper i net jrf exam guide manual books net jrf
previous year questions mcq

Urdu Previous Question Papers NET JRF 1995-07
this book takes a detailed look at two differing complex predicates in the south asian language urdu the urdu
permissive in particular brings into focus the problem of the syntax semantics mismatch an examination of the
syntactic properties of this complex predicate shows that it is formed by the combination of two semantic heads but
that this combination is not mirrored in the syntax in terms of any kind of syntactic or lexical incorporation

The Structure of Complex Predicates in Urdu 2000-12
itjemast v10 4 2019 international transaction journal of engineering management applied sciences technologies
publishes a wide spectrum of research and technical articles as well as reviews experiments experiences modelings
simulations designs and innovations from engineering sciences life sciences and related disciplines as well as
interdisciplinary cross disciplinary multidisciplinary subjects original work is required article submitted must not be
under consideration of other publishers for publications

Papers in ITJEMAST 10(4) 2019 1880
the history of the book in south asia covers not only the various modern states that make up south asia today but
also a multitude of languages and scripts for centuries it was manuscripts that dominated book production and
circulation and printing technology only began to make an impact in the late eighteenth century print flourished in
the colonial period and in particular lithographic printing proved particularly popular in south asia both because it
was economical and because it enabled multi script printing there are now vibrant publishing cultures in the nation
states of south asia and the essays in this volume cover the whole range from palm leaf manuscripts to
contemporary print culture

Surah Yasin 2016-12-05
research paper from the year 2012 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics grade none
qassim university science and arts community college unaizah language english abstract this paper deals with the
compounding words in urdu language formation of compound word is an important aspect of morphological
operation to produce new words in languages with a linear morphological structure it is extensively used as one of
the ways to generate new words and word forms in urdu language urdu language has borrowed a large number of
compounds from a variety of sources from other indian languages perso arabic and english the present paper
attempts to discuss indic sources and perso arabic compounds english compounds some hybrid compounds etc
these compounds are frequently used in urdu language the present paper explores and describes the various
compounding phenomena in urdu and their implication

The Roman-Urdu Journal 1875
the researchers in the field of theoretical and theoretically inclined descriptive linguistics have for a long time felt a
need for detailed and clearly presented linguistic treatments of various syntactic phenomena in south asian
languages clause structure in south asian languages provides a comprehensive overview and covers major aspects
of clause structure in a variety of south asian languages provides detailed analyses of several aspects of phrase
structure of many prominent south asian languages gives theoretically up to date treatment of several important
issues in south asian syntax and semantics contains papers by some of the most prominent linguists working on
south asian languages



The History of the Book in South Asia 1880
etextbooks are now available through vitalsource com beginning urdu is a complete first year textbook designed to
help learners acquire the language by actively using it in realistic situations the book and its accompanying audio
files on cd contain all that is needed to complete one full year of study including clear explanations of language
structures useful fun and engaging activities and an organizational format that makes it easy to chart student
progress features develops all four skills listening speaking reading writing through a wide range of tasks and
activities including role plays games and short conversations beautifully illustrated with full color authentic images
and written in an accessible style introduces the sound system and script of urdu organized around functional
themes such as home and family everyday life the marketplace personal responsibilities and travel features
straightforward grammatical explanations and topically organized vocabulary lists for each of the 34 chapters
integrates cultural information within the thematic units and also presents culture through aphorisms poetry and
photographs provides an activity set for each unit along with review activities including tips for increasing fluency
and sets of questions to help personalize learning contains urdu english and english urdu glossaries includes three
appendices urdu numbers additional grammatical structures for moving to advanced levels of proficiency and a
suggested syllabus beginning urdu covers approximately 150 contact hours and is designed to bring learners to the
actfl proficiency level of mid to high intermediate in all four skills the book also serves as a valuable resource for
independent learners

Part II of a Series of Graduated Translation Exercises, English-Urdu,
Urdu-English 1975
the present book khazeen e adab on urdu literature is based on the latest pattern of ugc net exam paper ii for
eligibility to the jrf and assistant professor positions to make you well acquainted with the exam pattern and tackle
the test with confidence it has been enriched with the essences of urdu literature covering almost each aspect of
what is required for ugc exams every topic in the book has been elaborated lucidly leaving no room for any doubt
and confusion well structured reader friendly study material with plenteous information on the subject of urdu and
all that come in its literature is evident from the topics covered therein as also the simplicity with which the
treatises have been written in it this book will definitely help you overcome the difficulties which you might have
faced so far while preparing for the said exams though the study material of this book have been prepared with the
sole objective of widening the horizon of your knowledge in urdu language and literature and enabling you to face
the exams with unflinching confidence and courage your devotion to its study will definitely help you realise your
dream of desired success in the faculty of urdu

Part I of a Series of Graduated Translation Exercises, English-Urdu,
Urdu-English 1919
vols 1 64 include extracts from correspondence

Classical Urdu Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl 2012-02-01
this book brings together writing by ralph russell the eminent 20th century scholar of urdu which illuminates his life
long engagement with urdu speakers and their literature it showcases his lifelong commitment to urdu as a
language a history and culture written in his lively accessible style it provides a unique introduction for those new to
urdu literature and unusual insights for those familiar with it each piece contributes something different taken
together they reflect his masterful engagement with urdu prose and poetry his championing of the language
against colonial neglect of indian literatures and the warmth of his interactions with urdu speakers of all
backgrounds the essays contained in this volume cover sweeping ground highlighting major writers and their works
discussing both classical and unconventional popular genres teasing out secrets in ghalib s ghazals analysing the
burdens of colonialism and partition and engaging with the role of islam in urdu literature russell shares his insights
in a way that draws the reader in deftly entwining intellectual arguments with personal encounters part 1 is
autobiographical describing how he first came in contact with urdu speakers when conscripted into the indian army
during world war 2 and later encounters which portray his warm character and his interest in people part 2 gives
essays on key figures in urdu literature reflecting his personal interests poets of the 18th 19th centuries early
novelists popular literature memoirs by remarkable women russell is best known as an authority on ghalib and one
essay describes his approach to translating ghalib s ghazals part 3 has essays on language and literary history



characterised by his combination of meticulous scholarship with a broad understanding of social and political
contexts the foreword by marion molteno his student and editor and now his literary executor introduces readers to
his life and work the afterword brings together appreciations by some of the hundreds of people who were
influenced by him

Government Gazette 2007
introduces the urdu alphabet and script to those familiar with english through games puzzles and other learning
activities

A Comprehensive Linguistically Study of Compound Words in India
2005-02-15
urdu and indo persian thought poetics and belles lettres is a collection on the subject of urdu poetics dastan
translation studies in urdu and indo persian the essays employ interdisciplinary perspectives for exploring the
dynamic literary landscape of the south asian subcontinent since the sixteenth century

Bihar Through the Ages 1964-04
knit india through literature is a mega literary project first of its kind in indian literature is the result of the penance
yagna done for 16 years by sivasankari noted tamil writer knit india through literature has inolved intense sourcing
research and translation of literature from 18 indian languages the project she says aims to introduce indians to
other indians through literature and culture and help knit them together the interviews of stalwart writers from all
18 languages approved by the eighth schedule of indian constitution accompanied by a creative work of the
respective writer are published with her travelogues of different regions along with an indepth article by a scholar
on the cultural and literary heritage of each of the language in four volumes south east west and north respectively
her travelogues her interviews and the overview of each literature she has sought all reveal one important unity the
concern our writers and poets express in their works for the problems that beset our country today through her
project sivasankari feels writers can make an invaluable contribution with their writings to change the thinking of
the people and help eliminate those problems in this volume she deals with urdu one of the languages spoken in
northern region of india

Clause Structure in South Asian Languages 2012-06-18
this book discusses data communication and computer networking communication technologies and the
applications of iot internet of things big data cloud computing and healthcare informatics it explores examines and
critiques intelligent data communications and presents inventive methodologies in communication technologies and
iot aimed at researchers and academicians who need to understand the importance of data communication and
advanced technologies in iot it offers different perspectives to help readers increase their knowledge and motivates
them to conduct research in the area highlighting various innovative ideas for future research

Fort Saint George Gazette 2020-10
4 000 words and phrases are organized thematically within 163 topics includes english to urdu translations of
vocabulary throughout and an extensive index in urdu at the back of the book a fully integrated vocabulary
development program in american english progressing from essential words to the more complex delivered in short
thematic units realistic scenarios and modern artwork are easy to relate to and these together with story pages and
practice exercises have been applauded for their success in promoting critical thinking skills content is fully
supported by a range of components in english only including workbooks classroom activities audio and website

Beginning Urdu 1913
vols 1 64 include extracts from correspondence



NTA-UGC-NET 2023-05-24
originally presented as the author s thesis doctoral university of california santa cruz under the title peripheries in
kashmiri and hindi urdu

Report - British and Foreign Bible Society 1880

A Life in Urdu 2013

English Report (translated from Urdu) of the Fourth Annual Meeting
of the Punjab C.M.S. Native Church Council, December 27th to 30th,
1879 2011-05-24

Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode
30112044654090 and Others 2017-06-06

Learn Urdu Alphabet Activity Workbook 2024-05-23

Urdu and Indo-Persian Thought, Poetics, and Belles Lettres 1898

Knit India Through Literature Volume IV - The North - Urdu
2018-12-20

The Newspaper Press Directory and Advertisers' Guide 1977

International Conference on Intelligent Data Communication
Technologies and Internet of Things (ICICI) 2018 1960

Pakistan Affairs 2015-08-03

Report of the Curriculum Committee for Secondary Education
(Classes VI-XII) 1960

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Urdu Edition: Bilingual Dictionary
for Urdu-speaking teenage and adult students of English 1905

Report 2011



The Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society 1960

Peripheries in Kashmiri and Hindi-Urdu 1921

Annual Report of the Registrar of Newspapers for India 1965

Atlantic's URDU ENGLISH DICTIONARY

Press-list of 'mutiny Papers' 1857

The Urdu Press in India
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